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HEARTS AFLAME Sweet Thang's devilish
take on the wedding cake is one of a mind-
boggling number of options around the city.
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Hell's bells
One groom-to-be chronicles the sugar highs and lows of tasting a slew of
wedding cakes at the city's top bakeries

By Seth Zurer Photographs By Martha Williams

Wedding planning is a pain. At T minus two months,

my fiancée and I had tons left to do. With no end in

sight, we were still looking for an officiant, pondering

rehearsal-dinner options, weighing invitation designs

and negotiating the guest list. It was in this spirit of

frantic logistical necessity that I found myself on the

phone at work scheduling cake tastings at Chicago's

best bakeries.

My fiancée, Kerensa, isn't like most brides. She

hasn't been planning her wedding since age ten and

doesn't own a single copy of Modern Bride

magazine. I am not your typical groom. I am what

my mother likes to call a "bona fide food-crazy," the

kind of guy who'll drive 30 miles each way to pick

up the perfect Saturday-morning apple fritter, then

spend an hour crafting an elaborate description of it

to post on food-focused Internet message boards

like the LTHForum.com.

But I'm not the kind of "food-crazy" who gets

excited about pretty cake, nor is my bride. That

said, there's no way we'd settle for a gross but

gorgeous dessert. No concrete fondant, no tough sponge cake, no Crisco in our icing. We wanted a

cake that would taste incredible, not too sweet, not too austere. We wanted fresh butter, heavy

cream, moist sponge. Since it was summer, we figured we'd go with a citrus mousse, something

light and tart, not cloying or heavy.



We had a simple presentation in mind—no pillars, no pedestals, no waterfalls or bridges, no

miniature bride and groom. For decoration, we wanted some fresh flowers on top, maybe light-

green butter cream to match our invitations, maybe some white dots here and there. And we

didn't have an unlimited budget—$500 was all we could spend to feed dessert to our 120 guests.

Over the course of our search, we ate cake for dinner night after night. The bakers we met with

were my kind of people: passionate, friendly and idiosyncratic. They were eager to drop everything

to spend an hour or two with prospective customers.

Based on the memory of a tart lemon mousse cake I'd eaten five years earlier and still couldn't

forget, we scheduled our first consultation at Sweet Thang in Wicker Park. When we walked in

the small, funky bakery, we knew we were in the right place: In the window display was a black-

and-red cake decorated with frosting flames and topped with a devil bride and groom. As soon as

owner Bernard Runo arrived, he whipped out his iBook, started a cake slide show, and then set

down a glass platter with seven different mousse/cake combos. We were smitten with him. He was

easy to talk to, laid back and fun. His samples were terrific: high domes of mousse in an amazing

array of flavors, from cassis to tiramisu, that topped wedges of delicate sponge cake. We talked,

he sketched, and after an hour and a half we had a proposal: three square tiers, each layer

rotated slightly, with frosting lotus flowers on the sides and frosting vines feng shui'd into the

corners. As we left (with a complimentary bag of croissants), Runo thanked us for eating all of his

samples: "Most of the brides that come in are so Atkins-impaired that they barely touch the cake."

We already knew we loved the Mexican-style cakes at Bombon, an outstanding Pilsen bakery

owned by Frontera alums Laura Cid-Perea and her husband, Luis. On the morning of our

appointment, Cid-Perea was running late. While we waited, we nibbled on samples. Tres leches

(three milks) with mango left us a little flat, but the "Tia Martita" was a winner: intense chocolate

cake with layers of ganache and raspberry cheesecake. Thirty minutes and five minicakes later,

Cid-Perea swept in and gave us one more sample: a vibrant "margarita cake" with white chocolate

icing, candied limes and citrus mousse. This cake was perfect.

When we told her that our reception hall had no AC, Cid-Perea proposed making three half-sheet

cakes that would stay chilled until dessert. For show, she'd assemble a "totally fake cake" in five

tiers, with one edible slice so we could go through the motions of cutting the cake. The cost:

$825! Our jaws dropped. When we mentioned our budget, she told us not to worry, she'd figure

something out. After a couple of phone calls, however, it became clear we couldn't afford the cake

she wanted to bake for us, and she wasn't that interested in baking one that we could afford. So

we moved on to cheaper pastures.

A co-worker tipped us off to the red-velvet cake at the Swedish Bakery, and then volunteered to

come along and taste it when Kerensa couldn't fit the appointment into her schedule. When we got

there, we were handled with ruthless efficiency: coffee appeared before us, we could look at the

samples, but weren't allowed to taste anything until we'd selected and ranked our top three

designs and specified exactly how many servings we'd need. When we finally got to the cakes,

nothing really blew me away. Most of the mousses had a weird Jell-O–pudding texture, and the

red-velvet cake was only so-so.

The mood was more chill at HotChocolate, where chef-owner Mindy Segal consulted with us over

cocktails. She took our tart/fruit/citrus idea and ran with it: a ginger toasted-almond cake stacked

in diamond-shaped layers, coated in butter cream and fresh Michigan raspberries. Unfortunately,

the low end of her price range was way above the high end of our budget, so the hunt continued.

After a recommendation from the LTHForum for Letizia's Natural Bakery, we decided to give

Letizia Sorano a chance to win us over. Instead, it turned out, it fell to us to convince Sorano that

we were the right bride and groom for her. The meeting was like a job interview. "I don't know

what kind of people you are," she said. "My cake is not for everybody." She makes only one kind

of cake for weddings out of organic flour and torrents of fresh pastry cream, which she delivers

frozen to fend off spoilage. It's a fine pastry, but not the wedding cake for us.



Nor was the cake at Café Selmarie, a suggestion from our caterer. The four dense, dry, joyless

slabs we tasted came with a surprise bill for $15. Owner Birgit Kobayashi waived the fee after we

mentioned that nobody told us we'd have to pay, but that, and the cake, left a bad taste in our

mouths.

We could've tasted for weeks; I had a list of a dozen other candidates. Lutz's Euro-style cakes

were good but dull. We tasted great cakes at Bittersweet, but when we heard a horror story

about one bride's bad delivery experience, we trimmed it from the list. In the end, we realized that

at every tasting, we had been comparing the pastries with the ones from Sweet Thang, and Sweet

Thang's were better—tarter tarts, richer batters, creamier creams. Not to mention, Runo's prices

were reasonable: $4 to $5 per person. He sealed the deal when he answered the phone like an old

friend: "Kerensa, I was meaning to call you back, how's it going?" Now all that's left to worry

about is the weather, the flowers, the rings, the linens, my tuxedo, the main course, the

honeymoon... Is it too late to run off to Vegas?

Sweet showdown

Here's how the cakes stack up on a scale of one to five hearts

Bombon 

1508 W 18th St between Laflin St and Ashland Ave, 312-733-7788

Taste: 5

Appearance: 5

Cost: $7–$12 per slice

Bittersweet Pastry Shop & Café

1114 W Belmont Ave between Seminary and Clifton Aves, 773-929-1100

Taste: 4

Appearance: 3

Cost: $4.75 per slice

Café Selmarie

4729 N Lincoln Ave between Leland and Lawrence Aves, 773-989-5595

Taste: 2

Appearance: 4

Cost: $4.50–$5.50 per slice

HotChocolate

1747 N Damen Ave between St Paul Ave and Willow St, 773-489-1747

Taste: 5

Appearance: 4

Cost: $8–$12 per slice

Letizia's Natural Bakery

2144 W Division St between Hoyne Ave and Leavitt St, 773-342-1011

Taste: 4

Appearance: 2

Cost: $4–$6 per slice

Lutz Continental Café & Pastry Shop

2458 W Montrose Ave between Artesian and Campbell Aves, 773-478-7785 

Taste: 3 

Appearance: 4

Cost: $3–$5 per slice

Swedish Bakery

5348 N Clark St between Summerdale and Balmoral Aves, 773-561-8919

Taste: 4

Appearance: 4



Appearance: 4

Cost: $3.50–$7 per slice

Sweet Thang 

1921 W North Ave between Wolcott and Winchester Aves, 773-472-4166

Taste: 5

Appearance: 4

Cost: $4–$6 per slice
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